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‘A Theatrum of Representation?’
Archduke Ferdinand II of Austria
Governor in Prague between 1547 and 1567
Summary

This thesis describes aspects of a 16th century court culture. The focus is
on the court of Ferdinand I of Habsburg (1503-1564) in Prague, King of
Bohemia between 1526 and 1564. He made his son, Ferdinand II (15291595), ‘Statthalter’, governor. Ferdinand II stayed in Prague even after the
death of his father until 1567. He inherited Tirol and lived there until his
death in 1595.
Nowadays his castle Ambras near Innsbruck is famous for the
museum of his collections among which the large and interesting exhibited
collections of armouries and a so-called ‘Kunst- oder Wunderkammer’.
This term was possibly chosen by the archduke himself and is mentioned
in inventories. It was famous from the start and contained art and rarities.
Ferdinand II cherished the coherence of his collections and ordered in his
will that they would stay together. This wish was not fulfilled, but a part of
the objects came back to Ambras in the 1970’s during the reconstruction of
the Armoury and the ‘Kunst-und Wunderkammer’.
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Archduke Ferdinand II has been very active in the design of the Prague
court in the twenty years he represented his father. He supervised building
projects, stimulated scientific research and organised all kinds of festivities.
His most fascinating project was the design and construction of Stern
in a hunting park near Prague. This building is called Stern (which means
‘Een Theatrum van Representatie?’
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Star) because of the star-pointed lay-out. It is possible that the archduke used
this building with its angular rooms with many niches, as a location for the
display of his collections. In Prague he assembled for instance all kinds of
armoury. The more is the pity that this hypothesis can’t be tested, since there
are no inventories of the collections nor are there other descriptions of the
use of Stern. The building in itself is fascinating enough; the archduke has
been involved with its design and was seriously interested in the continuity
of the building process, but Stern does not reveal its function.
This is why the focus of this study is extended to all kinds of Royal
commissions within Prague. Starting point was the hypothesis that a
sovereign saw his court as a unity, as a ‘Theatrum’, in the significance of an
overview. The sovereign gave builders and artist’s commissions to design
his material representation as a humanist and scientists at his court were
ordered to choose the symbols to represent his exceptional position.
For the court in Prague the conclusion has to be drawn that a
question mark must be added to the title ‘Theatrum of Representation’.
King Ferdinand I nor his son Ferdinand II, strived in Prague to implement
a unified or typical style or a specific symbolism. Ferdinand I did add
new elements to the material representation of the Bohemian King, as he
gave orders to Italian builders to start a garden project next to the castle
walls. And a summer palace was foreseen based on an Italian model. But
this project was not directed by one of the Royal architects who had the
supervision over all his Majesties building commissions in Vienna and
Prague. At the court in Prague worked a few humanistic scholars, among
them the famous botanist and physician Pier Andrea Mattioli and the
rather unknown poet and physician Georg Handsch, but none of them
has contributed very clearly to unification or coherence in the Royal
representation.
Archduke Ferdinand II gave the Prague courtiers and the city
beautiful staged tournaments and festivities, which can not be recorded as
‘theatre’, but can surely be called theatrical. He was highly involved in the
organisation of for instance the ceremonial entry of his father in Prague in
1558, not only because of his status as governor, but also as a stage director.
And at festivities among his courtiers he even participated dressed as a
goddess.

Biography
The foundation for this remarkable interest in building and stage
management can not be found in the education of archduke Ferdinand II.
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He was raised and educated together with his two year older brother
Maximilian II (1529-1576). The eldest children of Ferdinand I and Anna of
Hungary lived in Innsbruck. It is likely that in the Hofburg in Innsbruck the
atmosphere at court was still under the influence of their great-grandfather
the Emperor Maximilian I, although their parents did not use this court in
a similar way. Maximilian I choose to record the way he wanted to educate
princes in three more or less biographical publications: Weisskunig in which
his youth is idealized, Theuerdank describes the knightly search for a wife
and in the Freydal Maximilian’s qualities as a knight are told. Learning
combined with amusement was very important at a Habsbourg court. The
illustrations in Emperor Maximilian’s books must have played a role in
the education of the princes and they may have used his schoolbooks, but
sources on the youth of Ferdinand II are not explicit enough to point to the
influence of his great-grand father.
The humanistic scholars at the court who had served under Maximilian
I were old men and left Innsbruck or died long before Ferdinand II was at
an age to be stimulated by their intellectual capacities. The extent of his
education is known from remarks on his physical exercises and the number
of languages he had to learn. Based on comparisons with the lessons
of German Edelknaben it can be assumed that Ferdinand II, during the
geometry lessons in his youth, learned to construct the six pointed groundplan of Stern.
The only clear element in the upbringing of these Habsburg princes
and princesses is their preparation for their most important task within the
dynasty: marriage. It is therefore incomprehensible that archduke Ferdinand
II married Philippine Welser, a woman from a recently ennobled family
from Augsburg. By staying faithful to this marriage, which was blessed by a
priest in 1557, Ferdinand II stepped out of the dynasty. In the literature their
marriage is always called ‘secret’ since it has been neglected on political
levels. Marriage negotiations for European princesses took place long after
1557, but to the courtesans in Prague their liaison was well known.
Philippine was the daughter of a rather insignificant member of the
wealthy Welsers. This family supported the Habsburg sovereigns. Philippine
must have been well prepared for her role at the Prague court, since the
rich citizens of Augsburg raised their children to be married within the high
nobility.
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The Prague Court 1526-1567
After the death of King Ludwig Jagiello, the Estates were not willing to
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accept Ferdinand I in 1526 as their King right away and it took until 1547
before the King had eliminated his noble opponents and got a grip on the
Estates. This political unstable situation did not withhold Ferdinand I from
his building plans, but they had a very slow start. In 1538 a group of Italian
builders got the commission to build a Summer Palace in the gardens next
to the Prague castle, but the building was not even finished when it was used
for the first time in 1556.
One of the most important causes for this very tardy building in the
gardens and the few projects king Ferdinand I started within the walls of
the castle, was a large fire in 1541 that burned down a large part of the
Lesser town of Prague, many buildings within the walls of the Castle and
even the garden plantation. All wooden structures burned down, just as the
administration and the Royal archives. The loss of all these sources is one
of the main reasons the mid 16th century Prague castle has still so many
unknown areas.
In the literature on the architecture of the Prague castle much attention
is given to stylistics which holds to periodicity. The style of building that
took place under commission of the Jagiello Kings Wladislav and Ludwig
(1471-1526) is often called Late-Gothic. King Ferdinand I brought the
Renaissance to Prague, by giving his commissions solely to Italian builders.
These notions do not do justice to the fact that the Jagiello Kings had
Italian builders working for them in their palaces in Buda and Pest and
that their court attracted scientists and humanists. The characterization
Late-Gothic excludes King Wladislav’s architect Benedict Ried in Prague
from international contacts within the court culture of the Jagiello. King
Ferdinand I gave commissions to both Italian and Bohemian builders for the
restoration of the palace, possibly even in competition.
Archduke Ferdinand II lived in the so-called Western Palace, but long
after he got his own apartments and staff in 1547, he complained about the
lack of comfort. It is unknown what this Palace looked like and how the
apartments of the archduke were situated. This part of the castle merged
completely with the castle Emperor Rudolf (in power 1576-1612) created
after 1580.
The building in the gardens had archduke Ferdinand’s attention, but
as for the constructions within the castle walls there seems to have been
no leading architect. The Summer Palace for instance was begun under
supervision of the sculptor/builder Paolo della Stella. As he died in 1552
the German speaking Bonifaz Wolmut and Hans von Tirol took over the
supervision. Wolmut designed the roof which was finished in 1560.
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The 72 decorative reliefs of the Summer Palace were made under
supervision of Stella. The reliefs contain mythological and historical scenes
and some portraits, related to the Habsburg dynasty. Iconographically
speaking there is no coherence between all 72 scenes.

Stern Ferdinandopyrgum
The hunting lodge or Lustschloss Stern was in the 16th century already
associated with a fortress in the laudatory poem Ferdinandopyrgum written
by the poet/physician Laurentius Span. Span visited the building in the
so-called ‘Neue Tiergarten’, the hunting ground situated six kilometres
from the Prague castle and he describes some remarkable details. But his
laudatory phrases do not clarify much about the function of the building.
In Span’s words Stern is not only archduke Ferdinand’s property, but it is
also built by him. In the few other laudatory sources on Stern, among which
drafts for a foundation stone, the archduke is also mentioned as the architect.
This involvement of the archduke is not only laudation. The form of the
building and the lack of workmanship at the exterior, shows the hand of an
amateur.
The name of the builder who assisted the archduke is not mentioned.
It could have been the Italian Pietro Ferrabosco who was a painter, a builder
and a fortress engineer and who was no doubt experienced in building starformed ground plans. Ferrabosco, who was knighted as a Royal builder
in 1556, stayed in Prague between 1552 and 1555. The building of Stern
started in the summer of 1555, but other than promised, the roof was not
covered with copper the year after.
The decoration of the plaster ceilings was finished between 1557 and
1558. The decorations and the frames in stucco are of high quality. Some
of the scenes resemble the reliefs in stone at the Summer Palace, but in
Stern too there is no coherence although an individual visitor could have
cosmological or historical associations.
Although many questions on the use of Stern remain unanswered,
it was undoubtedly a building in which Ferdinand’s hunting party could
amuse itself, as they would do later in Ambras Castle. The angular rooms,
the passages between those rooms and the stairs in one of the star’s angles
all contribute to the disorientation of the visitor. A sensation that can be
compared to visiting the grotto in the gardens of Ambras, where the guests
were invited or seduced to drink large quantities of wine. These kind of
amusements fit Stern, even if no object of his ‘Kunst- und Wunderkammer’
was installed in the many niches of this remarkable building.
‘Een Theatrum van Representatie?’
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Scientists at court
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Archduke Ferdinand II had no large group of scientists gathered in Prague,
but he was an important supporter of the famous botanist Pier Andrea
Mattioli. Mattioli published in 1544 for the first time his botanical handbook
De Materia Medica, a commentary in Latin and Italian of the text by the
Greek Dioskurides. Mattioli continued to publish these editions in Prague
in 1554. De Materia medica was translated there in German and Czech.
The German translation was made by the poet/physician Georg Handsch,
who was, just as Mattioli, a court-physician of the Royal family. Handsch
did not publish much, but his manuscripts were kept, at first in the library
of the archduke and nowadays in the National Library of Austria. The notes
in the so-called Tierbücher show his broad interests and those of archduke
Ferdinand. He collected living animals and pictures of animals. I suppose
Handsch worked with Mattioli and with artists on a botanical and zoological
project, which was not completed.

Manifestations at court
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An extensive description of the culture of the court in Prague must not be
expected in this book. There are simply not enough sources and there was
in Prague in the years of archduke Ferdinand’s stay no opportunity for large
Habsburg festivities. There were no important marriages and therefore no
princess and princesses to baptise. The archduke however, can be considered
the most dynamic stimulant of courtly activities in Prague and at other
courts. He did not invite his guests for the tournaments and parties, he
organised them himself; he had a collection of armoury at his disposal and
collected stage props. The way the knights, servants and horses were dressed
before they appeared in the lists is illustrated in an album or visitor’s book
of the years 1547-1560.
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The descriptions from two witnesses, Matthaeus Collinus and Pier
Andrea Mattioli, of the triumphal entry in 1558 in Prague of Ferdinand I as
Emperor of the German Empire, are the only sources on the most important
representational event during the archduke’s governorship. During the
ceremonial entry the archduke rode with his father in front of the cortège.
The most interesting part of this event for our knowledge of the archduke’s
collections in Prague, is the description by Mattioli of an exhibition of the
armoury within the walls of the Prague castle.
The archduke started to collect in Prague and asked artists and dealers
for portraits, rarities and artificialia. There is no location known were these
collections must have been exposed, but the archduke clearly thought
about organising an exhibition, long before he opened the ‘Kunst- und
Wunderkammer’ in Ambras.
In his last years in Prague archduke Ferdinand was involved in the
foundation of two large sepulchral monuments. One monument was for his
great-grandfather Maximilian I in Innsbruck and the other one was for his
parents in the St.-Vitus Cathedral in Prague.
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Archduke Ferdinand II of Austria participated in Prague in many
representational affairs, with the building and decoration of Stern as the
culmination. These activities were part of the manifestation of the Habsburg
King Ferdinand I, but they were not structured on a preconceived plan.
The material and immaterial representation of King Ferdinand I was not
programmed. There was, to refer to the title of this book, no Theatrum of
Representation, in the sense of an overview of all his Majesties virtues. The
archduke provided the court and the public in Prague with theatrical events
and Stern must have been one of the décors. The various artists and builders
who worked for him did not contribute to a unity, but were in competition
with each other. They had or they took the liberty to introduce their own
forms and their own themes in iconography.
The archduke himself did not aspire to a Theatrum in Prague either.
But the images he left us in his library in Ambras are testimony to the fact
that he sometimes tried to follow into his great-grandfather’s footsteps.
Archduke Ferdinand II was indeed a most remarkable man.
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